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The Law Enforcement/Defense Establishment and the Illusion of Being the Custodian of 
Security and Security Policy Making for Nigeria 

As part of my continuing dialogue with students of security and strategic studies 
particularly those on the course “seminar on national security policy”, I provide them with 
what I described as thought for the week and at the same time address issues arising from 
the thought for subsequent class. In the last two classes prior to their study tour that took 
them to the Nigerian Defense Academy – a salient choice that continue to sustain the 
illusion of security as defense and thus the role of the military - I had commence this 
dialogue one of which I entitled “security is the known unknown in Nigeria”. This 
followed the killings on the Plateau and the subsequent killings in other places including 
Demsa in Adamawa and if I recalled clearly the sacking of a military facility.  

In the first of the series “security is the known unknown in Nigeria”, I played with the 
issue of an Israeli teaching Nigerians security – a development that was the result of my 
interaction with a member of the class – where I argued that what was security between 
Israel and Nigeria were two different worlds. Security for Israel comes from the OUTSIDE 
and security for Nigeria – a yet to be determined issue in the absence of a policy comes 
from INSIDE.  

In the second series I attempted to flesh out the difference between Israel, Euro-Atlantic 
security and the yet-to-be determined Nigerian variety. Issues raised include the 
relationship between foreign and security policy or security and foreign policy; 
relationship between defence and foreign policy; Nigeria’s strategic environment during 
and after the Cold War; nexus of security, defence, foreign and strategic environment; 
military industrial complex and “national security”; the proverbial tension between 
foreign affairs community and the security community; the place of security dynamics, 
interdependence, dilemma, regime and community in Nigeria’s security. 

It was this last part I despatched while the students were on a study tour that elicited the 
response of one of the students with regards to the issues we raised in the course of the 
course seminar on national security policy.  

The Student: 

The issue whether there is national security policy or not came up during our SSS course 3 
study Tour in NDA Academy section. One of the deans that attended your book launch 
@army resource center, actually agreed that what Nigeria has is inadequate to be regarded 
as security policy. He further assured us that they are working on what would be regarded 
as security policy soonest. So I would say our observation is correct and right, and we 
need to hasten our efforts to one for presentation to appropriate authorities.  
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Tnx prof. 

My Response: 

The Nigeria law enforcement and defence establishment still believes that “security” is 
there own. Hence they tell you that what is out there "was inadequate to be regarded as 
security policy" and that they are working on what "would be regarded as security policy 
soonest". Others – ONSA, NDC, NIPSS etc including individuals in the class (SSS 923) – 
claimed to have worked on security policy at different times. And yet none has come to 
light. The NDA experiment will follow the same pattern. They have no idea of security 
beyond their roles as enshrined in the different enabling laws of the country. 

If you follow my series on Nigeria’s failed and failing security and in the course of the 
course seminar on national security policy, there is no better evidence to adduce to this 
spectacular failure than to continue to harbour the belief that security is about law 
enforcement and defence. If it is about law enforcement and defence, why has security 
failed, is failing and will continue to fail?  

One of your task as a student is to use your knowledge to educate the people in law 
enforcement and defense to see their role as one of the objectives and strategies for the 
attainment of security and NOT the security. Indeed their role is the least in the umbrella 
housing issues called security. It is NOT there responsibility to come out with security 
policy. It is the responsibility of the elected representatives of Nigerians in the legislature 
and executive to come out with security policy. If they policy comes out, they can devise 
their strategy in order to fulfil their security objective taken from the security policy. 

I can assure you that the so called policy the Dean talked about was a statement that will 
never see the light of the day! 

Every successful failure of their attempt to intervene in crisis and conflict in the country 
in the purported believe in being the custodian of security consolidate and heightened the 
declining confidence of Nigerians in their ability to protect and defend them. If in the 
course of their governing role they – law enforcement/defense establishment - had taken 
up the security role and combined this with their professional task defending the state, 
with the enthronement of elected legislature and executive at all levels, their security role 
ceased to exist. In the name of their corporate interest and survival, they should distance 
themselves from any security responsibility because it is NOT their role. They should 
advocate, in their advisory role to the elected officials, for a distinction to be made in 
what constitute security and their task as one of the security objectives within a security 
policy. 
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The continuous pretension of the law enforcement/defense establishment the security 
instead of one of the security objectives and by no means the least within the umbrella 
called security and their use by the elected representatives – either borne of interest 
and/or ignorance - as the be-all and end-all of security not only corrupt and corrode the 
efficacy of the institutions in their distinctive role. It spells dooms for the country in their 
very distinctive role in the event of this reality re-establishing itself within the polity.  

Nigerians have complained of the persistence in the use of the military in the so-called 
internal law and order duties – the forte of the police and other agencies should the full 
compliment of security be in place - to the detriment of their specific training to 
confront Nigeria’s enemies. The police, civil defense etc have the capacity to take on this 
task should there be the full compliment of security in place to provide the enabling 
environment for them. In the present dimension of insecurity in the country, the law 
enforcement agencies – the police, civil defense etc - have played secondary role as they 
have been eclipse by the military as the lead agency of internal law enforcement.  

Consequently, the military has been politicised in the unfolding crisis and conflict in the 
polity. For instance, one of the theories out there explaining the recent removal and 
replacement of the theatre commander of Operation Safe Haven on the Plateau was his 
insistence that those who were arrested in the latest crisis should be tried on the Plateau 
where they were suspected of committing the crime and not to be taken to Abuja. 
Nigerians know what happened to those taken to Abuja! Nigerians harbour insinuations 
that military not only takes side in the conflict. They fuel the conflict in the role they play 
for their professional-political bosses, for elected/unelected political bosses and in pursuit 
of their pecuniary benefit. Crisis and conflict is big business in Nigeria! 

The Nigerian law enforcement/defense establishments continuous insistence that it is the 
security constitutes existential threats to it own survival and the survival of Nigeria. They 
are NOT. They should pass the buck where it belong – to the elected authorities - by 
insisting that elected officials on whose shoulder the SECURITY of Nigeria rest take up 
their responsibility. They – law enforcement/defense - will key into this security in their 
objective of providing safety for Nigerians and the Nigerian state. Their task is the least 
should the other objectives of security be in place.  

This makes the urgency for a Nigerian security philosophy and policy that answer the 
question what is security, whose security, what counts as security issues and how can 
security be achieved. It is for the elected legislature and executive in place to answer this 
question as they alone have the mandate to provide this all encompassing security. The 
law enforcement/defense establishment CANNOT answer these questions. It is one 
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illusion they have sustained for this long. It is time they quit harbouring this illusion in 
their own interest. 


